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,bstract

erroneous or is lacking, whether from natural or artificial induced sources. Others are based on internal
sensing (dead-reckoning ’), and do not explicitly depend on external references, overcoming some of their
associated problems, but having others, such as drift.
These systems provide relative position measurements
and not absolute positioning. The present location of
a vehicle is determined by advancing a previous position through known course and velocity information
over a given length of time.
Vision systems are a class of sensors that can be
used to obtain information from outside a vehicle. The
informations obtaiined by these sensors are very rich
and useful for vehicle navigation. In this article we
propose an algorithm to detect the direction of the
translation in the images when a vehicle moves in a
stationary scene. In this situation the observer senses
the displacement projection on the images as illustrated in Fig. 1. If the observer maintains constant its
translation velocity, the pole in the front, equivalent
t o a focus of outflow, is stationary. For each object in
the scene a t equal distance from the observer, the images of objects outside the pole, move faster the more
peripherally they are located in the visual field.
However if the eyes, head or body rotates (respectively the cameras, of a vision system within a mobile
vehicle), a rotational motion is induced and the pole
will not be in the (direction of heading.
The pole P is a point in the sphere and can be
geometrically defined by the interception of the translation vector with the image sphere surface. If, by
controlling the cameras, this point P is maintained
in the image sphere, we increase the knowledge of observer’s surroundings and the information required for
a safe navigation task.
Since the pole is crucial for the guidance of locomotion, it is usually kept in the center of the visual

Advanced sensor stems, exploring high integrity
modalities, have been signifiand multiple sensor
cantly increasing th :apabilities of autonomous vehicles and enlarging ieir application potential. The
article describes two levant sensors for mobile robot
navigation - active vj m systems and inertial sensors.
Vision and inertial nsing are two sensory modalities that can be e q -ed for navigation. This article presents our rest i on the use and integration of
those two modalities ‘n a first example we present a
computational soluti for the problem of visual based
guidance of a movir observer, by detecting the orientation of the camc s set that maximises the value
of visual informatior The algorithm explores the geometric properties of 1 -polar mapping. The second example, relies on the tegration of inertial and visual
information to detec he regions in the scene that we
can drive a mobile j tform: in our case the ground
based on anformation about the
plane. The solution
scene that could be tained during a process of the
visual fixation, comt nented by the information provided by inertial sei rs. The tests were performed
with a mobile platfoi equipped with one active vision
system and inertial usors, The paper presents our
recent results on sii lation of visual behaviours for
navigation.
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Figure 1: The optical flow field of an observer in locomotion towards the pole P .

field. This article reflects our efforts t o implement
a computational solution for this problem using, for
testing, a mobile platform equipped with an active vision system. The article describes the technique used
to detect the preferred direction of movement of an
observer, and establishes a solution t o maintain it constant with observer’s motion. The algorithm detects
the movement’s direction and explores the geometrical properties of log-polar mapping t o detect the pole
P - see Fig. 1.

Figure 2: The mobile system with the active vision
system. The inertial system prototype was designed
t o use with this system.

2

Direction of Translation

In visually-guided navigation, the knowledge of the
Focus Of Expansion ( F O E )parameter, can be used to
determine and control the translation motion in space.
Using this point, it is possible t o estimate the system’s
velocity parameters or align the visual sensor with the
system’s translation direction velocity and maximize
the visual information.
The method used t o detect the FOE is based on
log-polar images. Vision systems with spatially homogeneous resolution are not able t o provide a real
time response in a dynamically changing environment.
A reactive behaviour needs selective sensing in space.
Such a selection can be achieved by the combination
of a space-variant resolution scheme. The field of view
is split into a homogeneous high resolution area - the
fovea - and the periphery with decreasing resolution.
The most convincing model for the resolution decrease
can be obtained by the logarithmic polar mapping.
Basically, this mapping is accomplished by a transformation which maps the points measured from the tenter of the image proportional t o the distance from the
center, and also proportional t o the angular aperture
or resolution. This mapping is made between the image plane and the log-polar plane and the transformation between the two planes in the most simple form,
is a mapping from image plane coordinates to polar
coordinates, followed by the application of the loga-

Inertial sensors are a class of sensors useful for internal sensing and they are not dependent on external references. In human and other animals the ear
vestibular system gives inertial information essential
for navigation, orientation or equilibrium of the body.
In humans this sensorial system is crucial for several
visual tasks and head stabilisation. This is a sensorial modality, which co-operates with other sensorial
systems and gives essential information for everyday
tasks. One example of co-operation is between the
vestibular sensorial system and the visual system. It is
well known that, in humans, the information provided
by the vestibular system is used during the execution
of navigational and visual movements, as described by
Carpenter [7]. However the inertial information is also
important for head-stabilisation behaviours, including
the control of posture and equilibrium of the body.
This kind of sensorial information is also crucial for
the development of tasks with artificial autonomous
systems where the notion of horizontal or vertical is
important, see [8] for one example. The inertial system prototype described in this article is used within
a mobile robot equipped with an active vision system
as illustrated in figure 2. The article describes a technique for inertial and vision data fusion, to identify
the ground plane.
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2.2

The Standard Deviation algorithm - this algorithm is very similar with the FFT algorithm, but
using standard deviation calculations, to give a
measurement of the histogram’s shape.

Visual Alignment Control

All the experiments used a experimental set-up
with a mobile robot and one active vision system.
These two basic systems are interconnected by a computer that controls the movements of the active vision
system and comniunicates with the robot’s on-board
computer. The computer is responsible for processing
the images provided by the active vision system.
The tested the F O E detection algorithms to align
the cameras with the direction of translation motion
when the mobile rlobot moves. In the majority of cases
the alignment is performed quickly in an highly textured scene.
The control system was designed as system of discrete events. The formalism used to model this kind is
also used in our system. The figure Fig. 4 illustrates
the different system states and transitions conditions.
The control is based on the measurements obtained
by the algorithms described to detect the F O E position. These measurements are signals on X and Y
axis and used for ccamera alignment. The system uses
P I D controllers to align the cameras to adjust the
F O E position ( X , Y ) in the image centre. These two
variables are controlled separately.

tions (lower rotational velocw vectors in the image will

metric properties
vectors will radiat

The FFT algorithm - explores the “Dynamic
Retina” concept, by scanning every point in the
6 ~ line,
0 and
~ for each point, performing an histogram with the radial vectors. If the histogram
is constant, then we are in the F O E position.
The F F T is used to give a measurement of the
histogram’s shape.

t that the flow

2.3

Experiments with the mobile robot

We have tested the F O E position to be used as
feedback to align a camera with the translation motion of a mobile robot in a simulated environment. In
the most general cases the align as been done in a successful way, but using an highly textured scene and a
small motion, to detect the optical flow. The Fig. 5
presents a sequence of images captured by the system
with the system performing the camera alignment.

processes:
0

will be considered as the

FOE.
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Alignment Control Model

State Description
0: Mobile platform moves and Vision System static
1: Vision System Control (camera alignment)

Figure 4: Discret event model for camera alignment
control.

3

Visual and Inertial Sensing Integration

..
Figure 5: Real data experiments. The movement is
v' = [10.0,10.0,4.0]* and w' = [0,O,OIT ,fZ = fy =
15.0. The real F O E in this case is in (37.5,37.5). At
the top is the sequence with the white points marking
the F O E position. The middle images represent the
detection in the Cartesian plane. At the bottom is the
detection in the Log-Polar plane.

To study the integration of the inertial information
in artificial autonomous systems that include active
vision systems it was decided to develop an inertial
system prototype composed of low-cost inertial sensors. Their mechanical mounting and the necessary
electronics for processing were also designed. The sensors used in the prototype system include a three-axial
accelerometer, three gyroscopes and a dual-axis inclinometer.
The three-axial accelerometer chosen for the system, while minimising eventual alignment problems,
did not add much to the equivalent cost of three separate single-axis sensors. The device used was Summit
Instruments ' 34 103A t hree-axial capacitive accelerometer. In order to keep track of rotation on the x-, yand z-axis three gyroscopes were used. The piezoelectric vibrating prism gyroscope Gyrostar ENV-O11D
built by Murata was chosen. Since orientation is obtained by integration of the angular velocity over time,
drift errors will occur. In the prototype, a magnetic
flux-gate compass was used to overcome this problem,
providing an external reference - see [9] for details. To
measure tilt about the x and y-axis a dual axis AccuStar electronic inclinometer, built by Lucas Sensing
Systems, was used.
To handle the inertial data acquisition, and also
enable some processing, a micro-controller based card
was built. This card has analogue filters, an A/D
converter as is based on Intel's 80C196KC microcontroller. The robot's master processing unit has
an EISA bus interface, where the card is connected

along with another for image acquisition and processing. This card is a frame grabber mcdule with two
Texas Instruments TMS320C40 DSPs that handles
the video processing.
Figure 6 shows the architecture of the system and
the computer that supervises the active vision, moving platform and inertial system. The inertial sensors
were mounted inside an acrylic cube, enabling the correct alignment of the gyros, inclinometer (mounted on
the outside) and accelerometer, as can be seen in the
close up of figure 2. This cube is connected to, and
continuously monitored by, the micro-controller card
in the host computer. The inertial unit is placed at
the middle of the stereo camera baseline. The head coordinate frame referential, or Cyclop {C,}is defined as
having the origin a t the centre of the baseline of the
stereo cameras.
The inclinometer data can be used to determine
the orientation of the ground plane. In order to locate
this plane in space at least one point belonging to
the ground plane must be known. When the vehicle is
stationary or subject to approximately constant speed
the inclinometer gives the direction of j' relative to
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Figure 6: System
processing board
host computer.

Figure 8: Ground plane point fixated. The point pj in
the ground plane is visualised by the active vision system. The geometry of this visualisation corresponds
t o a state, named visual fixation.
3D fixated point is simplified, as can be seen in figure 8. Notice that, the visual fixation can be achieved
by controlling the active vision system and the process
allows a fast and robust 3D reconstruction of the fixation point. This mechanism was developed in the ISR
laboratory and is described in [lo] and [ l l ] . If the active vision system fixates in a point that belongs t o the
ground plane, the ground plane could be determined
in the Cyclop referential {Cy} using the reconstructed
point pf and the ,inclinometer data. Hence, any other
correspondent point in the image can be identified as
belonging or not to the ground plane.
Figure 9 shows a pair of stereo images where fixation was obtained for a ground plane point. In this
example a, is null and ay = 16.05", B = 2.88" and b =
29.6cm. Making h = b.cot(B)sin(ay)/2 E 81,3cm.
The points shown in figure 9 were interest points obtained with a cornier detector. These points are tested
by an algorithm that classifies them as belong or not,
t o the ground plane. Any point in the ground plane
verifies a geometric constraint that could between established between two stereo images, easily obtained
from the stereo vision geometry. The ground plane is
thus determined. Figure 9 shows the matched ground
plane points of interest.

Figure 7: System Geometry
the Cyclop referential {Cy}. Assuming the ground is
levelled, and with a3 and ay being the sensed angles
along the x and y-axis, the normal t o the ground plane
will be

1
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]

(1)
given in the Cyclop frame of reference. Using this
inertial information the equation for the ground plane
will be given by

b

i.?j+h=O
where pj is a point in the plane and h is the distance
from the origin of {Cy} down t o the ground plane.
To obtain a point, belonging to the ground plane
it will be necessary t o find the correspondence between points in the image. Establishing this correspondence will give L s enough equations t o determine
the 3D co-ordinates, if a few vision system parameters are known. Hcwever if visual fixation is used,
the geometry is simple and the reconstruction of the

4

Summary and Conclusions

Navigation plays an important role in all mobile robot's activities arid tasks. For navigation the mobile
robots can use external sensors (ex. vision systems)
or internal sensors (ex. inertial sensors). The former
allows position correction with respect to structures
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or landmarks. Vision systems are sensors that can be

used to obtain information from outside a vehicle. The
information obtained by these sensors is very rich and
useful for vehicle navigation. The process is similar to
an artificial observer. Any artificial observer, with forward facing cameras and when moves with translation
velocity among stationary scene, senses the projection
of the displacement in the images. If the observer
maintains constant its translation velocity, a pole in
the front, equivalent to a focus of outflow, will be stationary. This point is defined by the interception of
the translation motion vector with the image surface.
If, by controlling the cameras, this point is maintained
in the image, we increase the knowledge of observer's
surroundings and the information required for a safe
navigation task. Since the pole is crucial for the guidance of locomotion, it is usually kept in the center
of the visual field. This article reflects our efforts to
implement a computational solution for this problem.
The algorithms to detect the FOE position are based
on log-polar images.
Inertial sensors are based on internal sensing and do
not depend explicitly on external references, overcoming some of their associated problems. The integration of inertial systems in mobile robots opens a new
field for the development of applications based or related with inertial information. Here we demonstrated
one of these applications in an autonomous system for
ground floor detection.
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